initial voltage was not set. Further, from the results in Fig. 5(d) , the case with the initial voltage set at different levels for the HL condition, was the best case, with oscillation being recognized within the whole region which met the condition of WSNM > 0. On the other hand, when the initial voltage is set at HH (Fig. 5(b) ) or LL ( Fig. 5(c) ), the design region capable of oscillating is limited to the region A + D or A + C. As a result, we experimentally confirmed that an ESRO designed within region A can only oscillate under any initial voltage condition that agrees well with the theory in reference [1] .
3.Measurement of the Effect of Multiple Latches
Reference [2] shows that it is possible to improve design margins significantly by inserting multiple latches in the ESRO, and that oscillation is secured even if the latch circuit has a single-channel latch configuration either with the nMOS or pMOS circuits. To confirm this by measurement, we designed circuits equipped with multiple Variable-W Latch (VWL) circuits within the loop, as shown in Fig. 6 . It is possible to increase or decrease the W value of the latch by inputting analog voltages into the two control terminals, pcont and ncont. A single-channel latch can be configured by setting pcont equal to Vdd or ncont to Gnd. Circuits with different design parameters, with multiple latches connected and with a single-channel latch configuration were realized using this single circuit by controlling the input level of pcont and ncont. The results of measurement are shown in Fig. 7 . The boundary curve of SNM in Fig. 7 has also been obtained using the VWL SNM evaluation circuit shown in Fig. 6(c) . When the number of latches to be used is multiplied, it has been confirmed through measurement that (1) the possible design area is limited to just within region A, as the design margin is not improved when inserting a second latch at an even stage after the first latch (LatchA + LatchC) as shown in Fig. 7(a) , and that (2) the possible design area is greatly expanded to the region of A + D + C when inserting additional latches at the odd stages after the first latch (LatchA + LatchB) as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The results totally corresponded to the theory described in reference [2] .
Conclusions
The condition for oscillation of an even-stage ring oscillator has been confirmed in this study for the first time by actual measurements with the developed ESRO TEGs with IPIs. We also developed VWLs to achieve an ESRO with multiple latches and/or single-channel latch configurations. The results completely correspond to the -1 8 6 - 
